
 

 

 

 

 

Sustainability Risk Integration Approach  

For the purposes of the EU Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation, Oldfield 

Partners’ funds are classified as Article 6 and consider but do not promote 

Environmental and Social characteristics. We set out below our approach to ESG 

integration in consideration of our classification which is kept under review. 

Consideration of Principal Adverse Indicators  

Oldfield Partners considers Principal Adverse Impacts of its investment decisions on 

sustainability factors. We consider it an important part of company analysis to assess 

corporate governance, as well as the management of sustainability factors which 

include climate and other environment-related impacts, adverse impacts in the field of 

social matters, respect for human rights, and anti-corruption matters. In our current 

process, we consider adverse impacts of decision making using our own methodology 

which we describe below, as this relates to our investment approach as a manager of 

concentrated portfolios, with a long-term investment horizon.  

At Oldfield Partners we believe that buying out-of-favour stocks at healthy discounts 

to their intrinsic worth will deliver a superior return above inflation, and the wider 

market, over the long run. As fundamental long-term contrarian value investors, we 

consider it an important part of company analysis to assess corporate governance, as 

well as the management of social and environmental issues. This forms part of our 

risk assessment of business fundamentals. We believe that ignoring ESG factors may 

lead to an incomplete understanding of the risks to an investment case and may 

consequently result in the wrong investment decisions. We believe that successful 

integration of ESG factors can contribute positively to the risk-adjusted returns 

achieved by the investments we make on behalf of clients.  

Our starting point is not to exclude any particular sectors or countries unless excluded 

in individual managed accounts by the clients concerned. However, we do avoid 

companies about which we have serious governance concerns, and companies in 

which we have concerns about business being conducted in an unethical manner, 

unless it is clear that such concerns have been or are being dealt with by management 

and any shortcomings have been addressed. All key investment research notes have 

a dedicated ESG section where investment analysts consider any known 

controversies with the company concerned including the company’s position on 

climate change while also seeking to identify those additional factors considered by 

the analyst to be material to the investment thesis. This will be debated by the 

investment team as part of the risk analysis of a business.  

Having identified the ESG issues most material to the investment case during our risk 

assessment, once we become shareholders, we seek to engage with the company on 

material issues. While the focus of our engagement efforts is initially on the ESG 
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issues which we deem to be most material to the investment thesis, we monitor new 

ESG controversies, and assess whether these issues should be escalated to 

engagement. We leverage MSCI to monitor such controversies.  

We recognise that our approach to stewardship often takes time to deliver conclusive 

outcomes. However, as value investors we believe a patient, yet persistent approach 

is more likely to deliver meaningful change, and therefore superior returns for our 

clients over the long run.  

 

In 2022 we ran engagement campaigns focused on investee companies' alignment 

to net zero, as well as achieving 30% female representation on Boards. In 2023, our 

engagement activity will more formally incorporate our approach to assessing human 

rights related activity across our investee companies. To support our efforts here, we 

have endorsed the UN PRI Advance Initiative, and within the coming 12 months will 

develop a robust policy and due diligence process.  

Action on climate has been a longer-term focus and in conjunction with our individual 

approach to engagement we have joined and endorsed a number of collaborative 

initiatives including the Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC), 

Climate Action 100+ and the Investor Agenda. In January 2023 we signed the 

commitment letter to the Net Zero Asset Managers Initiative which starts the 12-

month period during which we will agree our own formal portfolio decarbonisation 

target for our Global strategy.  

Governance, Resources and Remuneration 

As ESG factors are integrated into our investment process, at the idea generation 
stage and throughout the investment horizon, the entire investment team are 
responsible for analysis of these factors and engagement on these issues. Each 



member of the investment team is paid either an annual salary (employees) or an 
amount equivalent to an annual salary (partners) and is eligible for a discretionary 
bonus.  The discretionary bonus is decided by the Remuneration Committee. The 
Remuneration Committee takes input from the annual appraisal process conducted by 
members of the Management Committee and the views of partners more widely.  
  
The appraisal process is performed annually with objectives set for each individual at 
the beginning of each year. For the investment professionals this includes 
performance of any funds they may manage, the performance of any investment stock 
idea recommendations made whether they were invested in or not (both performance 
metrics are assessed over short and long-term periods), the quantity and quality of the 
investment notes written including their adherence and contribution towards ESG 
integration, the contribution to the investment debate, their contribution towards 
marketing and client relations as well as more general contributions to the firm. Our 
financial year ends March 31st. The appraisals of the investment team are done in April 
each year by the Chief Investment Officer. The appraisal process involves the 
completion of a self-assessment by each member of the team against the objectives 
set. This is reviewed by, and discussed with, the CIO.   
  
The ESG objectives therefore include the assessment of ESG-related issues when 
considering investment ideas and the progress made each year in engagement with 
companies on ESG issues. From April 2021, we expanded the objectives to explicitly 
reference each sub objective including the assessment of climate risk for each stock 
in which we invest.  
 
While the investment team takes the lead on ESG analysis and engagement, we also 

have a Stewardship Committee to reinforce our stewardship efforts. The Committee 

monitors the progress of our engagement efforts, providing useful oversight. The 

Committee will sometimes challenge the materiality rating, or the method and process 

of engagement to reflect concern about a particular activity or aspect of governance. 

The Committee also meets to set firm wide ESG objectives and share best practices, 

both internally with the investment team and publicly through engagement reports and 

thought pieces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Proxy Voting 

It is OP’s policy to vote all shares where we are entitled to do so, except where there 

are onerous restrictions – for example, shareblocking. OP employs the services of ISS 

to manage the voting of proxies and assist our decision-making. ISS provides analysis 

and voting recommendations for each proposal. OP votes in line with ISS 

recommendations unless we have a conflicting opinion about a particular issue, in 

which case we instruct ISS to vote as we see fit.  

Communication on Stewardship Activities 

We publish our stewardship activities on a quarterly basis. This report provides a 

detailed description of proxy voting, including a breakdown by vote instructions and 

resolutions, and commentary on why we voted against management. We also 

describe our key engagements for the quarter. This is publicly disclosed via the 

website. 

For further information on our approach, please contact info@oldfieldpartners.com. 
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https://www.oldfieldpartners.com/About-Us/ESG

